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INVESTIGATING THE ROLE OF RESPONSE FORMAT IN 
COMPUTER-BASED LECTURE COMPREHENSION TASKS
Stefan O’Grady

International Education Institute, The University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK

ABSTRACT
Language assessment is increasingly computermediated. This development 
presents opportunities with new task formats and equally a need for 
renewed scrutiny of established conventions. Recent recommendations to 
increase integrated skills assessment in lecture comprehension tests is pre-
mised on empirical research that demonstrates enhanced construct cover-
age over conventional selected response formats such as multiple-choice. 
However, the comparison between response formats is underexplored in 
computer-mediated assessment and does not consider test item presenta-
tion methods that this technology affords. To this end, the present study 
investigates performance in a computer-mediated lecture comprehension 
task by examining test taker accounts of task completion involving multiple- 
choice questions without question preview and integrated response formats. 
Findings demonstrate overlap between the formats in terms of several core 
processes but also point to important differences regarding the prioritization 
of aspects of the lecture, memory and test anxiety. In many respects, parti-
cipant comments indicate the multiple-choice format measured a more 
comprehensive construct than the integrated format. The research will be 
relevant to individuals with interests in computer-mediated assessment and 
specifically with a responsibility for developing and validating lecture com-
prehension assessments.

Introduction

The lecture comprehension task is a common component of language tests for English medium 
university admissions. Increasingly, such tests involve integrated listening and speaking response 
formats in which test takers are required to describe the lecture to a live examiner or computer 
interface (Choi, 2022; Khabbazbashi et al., 2022). As integrated tasks require language comprehension, 
information synthesis, and language production, the format permits language testers “to better reflect 
the demands students face in tertiary studies” than more conventional independent lecture tasks 
(Frost et al., 2021, p. 133; Inoue & Lam, 2021; Westbrook, 2023). Integrated task types are argued to 
promote fairness over independent language production tasks by mitigating the impact of variation in 
background knowledge through the provision of task content (Weigle, 2004). Correspondingly, 
researchers have concluded that integrated tasks measure comprehension abilities in a way that is 
“more authentic than item types such as multiple-choice and matching items, by assessing abilities 
corresponding to those performed outside testing situations” (Rukthong & Brunfaut, 2020, p. 32; Wei 
& Zheng, 2017).
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Arguments for integrated response formats in lecture comprehension tasks are further premised on 
perceived flaws of the alternative. At worst, selected response formats, such as multiple-choice 
questions (MCQ) permit test-wise strategies to complete assessment tasks, reward shallow listening 
processes and superficial engagement with lecture content, and underrepresent the complexity of 
listening in academic contexts (Badger & Yan, 2009; Field, 2019; Rukthong, 2021). However, to date 
much of the research has taken a narrow view on response formats such as MCQs, which may be 
constructed and presented in various ways to manage test taker engagement with assessment tasks 
(Chang & Read, 2013; Yanagawa & Green, 2008). The restriction of MCQ item preview in particular 
has recently been shown to impact directly on test scores; this impact is attributed to a hypothesized 
association between preview and test-wise strategies such as lexical matching (O’Grady, 2023; Yeager 
& Meyer, 2022). This research suggests that removal of item preview may resolve limitations 
associated with MCQs and generate a reliable measure of lecture comprehension. However, empirical 
evidence in the form of test taker accounts is required to verify this possibility. To this end, the present 
case study operationalizes a model of second language listening recently proposed by Aryadoust and 
Luo (2022) to reexamine construct coverage in integrated and multiple-choice response lecture 
comprehension tasks and to determine the impact of preview restriction on the measurement of 
listening skills.

Literature Review

The listening construct

Valid language assessment requires identification and unambiguous definition of target knowledge and 
skills; construct definition is thus a crucial aspect of language assessment development (Chalhoub- 
Deville & O’Sullivan, 2020). In a recent systematic review, Aryadoust and Luo (2022) identify three 
approaches to construct definition that conventionally applied in listening assessment research: process- 
based, subskills-based, and attribute-based approaches. The authors propose a unified model of the 
listening construct that synthesizes the three approaches. Applying the model, lecture comprehension 
assessment operationalizes attributes of the assessment task (relating to features of the input, text type, 
characteristics of the speech, visual information, and task format); characteristics of the test taker 
(including experiential knowledge, target language proficiency, demographic information, and affective 
factors); subskills (knowledge of the L2 sound system, vocabulary and syntax to support local meaning, 
knowledge of discourse and context to support global meaning, and pragmatic competence); and 
cognitive processes relating to bottom-up and top-down processing, memory, cognitive and metacog-
nitive strategies. The current study applies the Aryadoust and Luo (2022) model to define the listening 
construct. The investigation is carried out in a computer-mediated environment as communication is 
increasingly facilitated by technology (Khabbazbashi et al., 2022), and test takers may display different 
behavior in pen and paper and computer-mediated tests of listening (Coniam, 2006).

Attributes of the assessment task: multiple-choice formats

Attributes of the assessment task such as response format have been the focus of empirical research 
investigating interactions between task design and test score utility in listening assessment (Aryadoust & 
Luo, 2022; Buck, 2001; Field, 2019). For instance, research comparing the effects of single and double play 
in listening tests concludes that double play increases test scores and elicits a wider range of listening 
processes than single play (Holzknecht, 2019). Research exploring the impact of audio-visual content on 
listening comprehension has concluded that the opportunity to view a speaker facilitates comprehension 
over audio-only formats (Batty, 2021). The level of scriptedness of the sound file has been shown to 
constitute an important component of listening test design because scripted sound files are associated 
with higher scores but may misrepresent spoken interaction (Wagner et al., 2020). Response format as 
a test attribute also has an important bearing on the measurement of listening comprehension (O’Grady,  
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2023). MCQs are associated with high levels of measurement consistency but have also been argued to 
cause construct irrelevant variance (score variance that cannot be directly attributed to variation in 
listening proficiency) by inadvertently assessing reading comprehension (Chang & Read, 2013), and 
encouraging test takers to seek weaknesses in the format to exploit (Field, 2019; Rukthong, 2021). Further 
sources of construct irrelevant variance and construct underrepresentation associated with MCQs may 
involve eliminating options without comprehending the source text, guessing, or lexical matching 
between the source text and item contents (Holzknecht et al., 2020). , test takers report that they prefer 
selected response formats such as MCQ owing to reduced anxiety and facilitation of strategies, such as 
guessing or predicting content (H. Cheng, 2008). Broadly, MCQs may induce a problem-solving 
approach rather than a text comprehension approach that is unique to assessment contexts (Rupp 
et al., 2006), and provoke what Field (2012, p. 391) has referred to as “test specific behaviour” that limits 
test score utility.

Such limitations have motivated research efforts to revise the MCQ format (Chang & Read, 2013; 
Yanagawa & Green, 2008; Yeager & Meyer, 2022). These include presenting MCQs aurally to reduce 
the impact of reading ability (Chang & Read, 2013; Yeom, 2016) and manipulating the extent to which 
test takers may preview MCQ content before the sound file (Koyama et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; 
Yanagawa & Green, 2008; Yeager & Meyer, 2022). In a review of this literature, O’Grady (2023) argued 
that test-wise strategies involving lexical matching in listening tests represented a significant threat to 
test score utility that was more likely to be observed when MCQs focused on assessing information 
that was made explicit in the sound file and were simultaneously available for preview. Explicit 
information questions were defined as those requiring comprehension of information that was directly 
stated such as times, locations, names, and definitions. In contrast, implicit information questions ask 
about speaker purpose, illocutionary intent, attitude and application. While it is important to measure 
test candidate’s ability to extract information such as names and dates from speech, this ability 
represents a basic process in Aryadoust and Luo’s (2022) model and reflecting the listening needs in 
the academic domain requires listening tests to engage a wider range of listening processes (Field,  
2019). In O’Grady (2023), test takers completed listening tests featuring both explicit and implicit 
MCQs under different question preview conditions, whereby the preview was completely withheld, 
limited to stem only, or full preview was provided in either aural or written modes. Results showed 
that explicit questions were often completed more accurately when participants were able to preview 
the question contents in full, whereas the implicit questions were less clearly affected by preview. 
Preview restriction was thus hypothesized to limit the test-wise strategies employed to answer explicit 
information questions; however, the hypothesis is yet to be tested using data collection methods 
designed to investigate test taking processes (Cohen, 2011). This is an important focus for research 
because test validation should go beyond inferring cognitive processes from test scores (Weir, 2005).

Integrated response formats

Accounts in the literature associate integrated response formats with higher levels of construct 
representation than selected response tasks (Frost et al., 2021, p. 133; Inoue & Lam, 2021; 
Westbrook, 2023). Based on stimulated recall data, Rukthong and Brunfaut (2020) report that 
integrated listening assessments activate a range of lower and higher order listening processes and 
strategies and conclude that the integrated approach involves strong construct coverage. Rukthong 
(2021) used stimulated recall to compare cognitive processing in integrated listening-into-speaking 
summary tasks and selected response tasks. The findings suggested that the selected response tasks 
were completed by employing word recognition and simple syntactic parsing processes, whereas the 
integrated tasks involved more higher-level processing of semantic and pragmatic aspects of the 
sources. Construct irrelevant test-wise strategies such as lexical matching, choice deletion and guessing 
were also associated with the selected response tasks. Overall, the picture that emerges from the 
literature is that integrated formats increase construct representation over multiple-choice formats, 
which create misleading impressions of second language listening ability (He & Jiang, 2020). 
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Integrated response formats are associated with a wider range of listening processes involving 
engagement with both explicitly stated (specific details) and implicit (propositional and pragmatic) 
content and thus demonstrate stronger construct coverage. However, empirical comparisons between 
integrated response and restricted preview multiple choice formats are yet to be made.

An important reason to make this comparison is that integrated skills assessment is mediated by 
raters, and is hence prone to rater effects, or computer scoring systems, which may neglect pragmatic 
aspects of integrated task performance and base scores on numerable linguistic parameters (Zechner & 
Evanini, 2020). Examiners cannot be entirely sure that omission of important source content in the 
response is due to preference, the prioritizing of information, or comprehension breakdown (Frost 
et al., 2021). A related concern is the possibility of verbatim copying from the source text which may 
erroneously inflate scores by creating false impressions of linguistic ability (Plakans, 2015). Empirical 
research findings indicate that this is certainly a possibility; Crossley and Kim (2019) report that 
integrated responses with higher numbers of shared words with the source text tended to score higher, 
and Frost et al. (2021) found that higher scoring test takers generally reproduced more source content 
with greater levels of accuracy than the lower scoring test takers. In Crossley et al. (2014), the strongest 
predictor of scores was the total number of words integrated from source texts, whereas Cumming 
et al. (2005) report that more proficient test takers use more verbatim phrases from source texts, 
possibly as a result of stronger comprehension and increased availability of attentional resources 
during listening. In short, the amount of repetition from the source text in the integrated response 
seems to influence test scores, with clear implications for construct definition and the role of memory 
in integrated listening and speaking tasks; test takers with higher working memory capacity may score 
higher on integrated tasks. Finally, integrated listening and speaking tests have been associated with 
anxiety. While Huang and Hung (2013) found that anxiety impacted independent and integrated 
performance equivalently and concluded that anxiety may constitute an important source of construct 
irrelevant variance that is common regardless of the response format, participants in several studies 
report speaking directly to a computer is stressful and unnatural (Huang et al., 2016; Kormos et al.,  
2020; Lee & Winke, 2018).

Research Questions

The effect of variation in response format using integrated responses and restricted preview MCQs in 
computer-mediated lecture comprehension assessments is underexplored. This is an important gap 
because the limitations associated with MCQs are commonly cited in support of integrated formats 
but crucially may be mitigated through preview restriction (O’Grady, 2023). Applying the listening 
construct outlined in Aryadoust and Luo (2022), the current study investigates the extent to which 
response format determines test taker interaction with listening stimuli in computer-mediated lecture 
assessments by seeking to answer the following question and sub questions:

1. Do test takers report different listening processes according to variation in response format in a lecture 
comprehension task? 

1a. To what extent do test takers demonstrate a range of listening subskills and cognitive processes in MCQ and 
integrated response tasks? 

1b. To what extent is the MCQ and the integrated response format associated with factors that cause construct 
irrelevant variance?

Methodology

Participants

Five participants enrolled in postgraduate courses of study at a university in the United Kingdom were 
recruited to take part in the study. Four participants were from China and spoke Mandarin as their 
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first language, and one was from Japan and spoke Japanese. Three were female and two were male and 
ages ranged from 22 to 38. Participants were requested to report the language test and the result they 
had attained to enter the university; two reported IELTs scores of 7 and the other two of 7.5. One 
participant had completed a bachelor’s degree at a university in the UK and was thus not required to 
submit a language test score as part of the application to the university.

Materials

Lectures were created using Microsoft PowerPoint and recorded as MP4 files. To create the lectures 
required information on two general academic topics that would be comprehensible to test takers 
regardless of their academic background, and not unduly benefit those with background knowledge 
(Huang et al., 2016). The researcher identified two appropriate topics by searching articles on the 
Nature website. The first article discussed the relationship between collaboration in academic work 
and diversity (Diversity; Freeman & Huang, 2014), and the second discussed reproducibility of 
academic research (Reproducibility; Baker, 2016). In addition, Google Scholar was used to identify 
another text on each topic to provide alternative perspectives on the subject and to facilitate 
comparisons that could be made in the lecture. In each of the four texts, the researchers reported 
the results of an empirical study.

During the following stage, the researcher read the texts and made notes of the key content. The 
notes were logically organized and used to create PowerPoint slides to introduce the topic, provide an 
overview of the area, report the research findings, make comparisons with the second study, and 
conclude. Using the PowerPoint file, the researcher recorded unscripted lectures on the topics that 
lasted for approximately 5.30 minutes (Reproducibility was 5.37 and Diversity was 5.34). The lectures 
were unscripted to include features of connected speech and spoken grammar, which are difficult to 
replicate when following a script (O’Grady, 2023; Wagner, 2018).

Aryadoust and Luo (2022) emphasize the importance of describing test related attributes including 
features of the text or aural input as part of construct definition. It is also important to establish 
equivalence of language assessment tasks if they are to be used for the same purposes (Inoue, 2013). To 
this end, an analysis of the recordings was completed. The analysis demonstrated characteristics of 
connected speech including false starts, pauses and hesitations, contracted forms, deixis, ellipsis, 
assimilation, liaison, and anaphoric reference. To establish the speech speed, speech rate was calcu-
lated for each recording as the number of words divided by the number of seconds, and pruned speech 
rate as the same calculation with filled hesitations, false starts and repetitions removed from the 
transcript (De Jong, 2016). The pruned transcriptions were also used to calculate the proportion of 
words the lectures contained from the most common 1000-word (K1), 2000-word (K2), and academic 
word list (AWL) frequency bands using VocabProfile (Cobb, 2022b). The results are presented in 
Table 1, which indicates that speech rate was broadly equivalent and that the range of lexis in the two 
lectures was comparable.

The MCQs were created directly from the MP4. The questions were designed to measure compre-
hension of specific details, main ideas, purpose, lecturer attitudes and opinions, organizational 
structure, and illocutionary intent (O’Grady, 2023). The questions consisted of one question stem 

TABLE 1. Analysis of the recordings.

Reproducibility Diversity

Speech rate in seconds 2.34 2.27
Speech rate in minutes 140.65 135.99
Pruned speech rate in seconds 2.25 2.08
Pruned speech rate in minutes 135.96 124.67
K1 80.00% 77.12%
K2 4.29% 1.69%
AWL 9.35% 12.43%
Off-list 6.36% 8.76%
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and three options (Rodriguez, 2005). Twelve questions were developed for each lecture and an answer 
key was prepared. Accuracy of the answer key was confirmed by having an English teacher-trainer 
with over 20 years’ experience at the local English for speakers of other languages (ESOL) college to 
complete the tasks. Several distracters were revised to decrease their attractiveness and after a second 
comparison, agreement with the proposed answer key was 100%. The questions were also categorized 
as those assessing implicit and explicit information by the teacher-trainer and agreement with the 
intended categorization was 100%. To enhance the potential for comparisons between the current 
study and the findings in the literature, the integrated response task was adapted from Rukthong 
(2021, p. 5) and involved the following instructions; You will have two minutes to summarize the 
lecture by discussing the main points and specific details.

Procedure

Participants completed the tasks on a PC with screen and audio capture and a webcam to record the 
participant and their interaction with the computer using Panopto (https://www.panopto.com/). The 
order of lectures and response format was counterbalanced between the participants (see Table 2). To 
complete the MCQ task, participants watched the recording twice. During the first run, test takers 
watched the lecture without interruption. During the second run, pauses were inserted into the 
recording at regular intervals not exceeding one minute, and questions about the section were 
presented on the screen. This design feature was developed to prevent preview of the MCQs and to 
restrict test-wise strategies that have been reported in the literature (O’Grady, 2023; Rukthong, 2021). 
To complete the integrated response task, participants were asked to watch the lecture twice and 
provided a two-minute summary of the lecture contents by speaking directly into the computer. The 
effect of double play has been a focus of research for some time with researchers reporting that it 
increases comprehension (Field, 2019; Holzknecht, 2019). In the current study, the decision to permit 
double play was taken to enhance domain representation; if students are following a lecture on 
a computer interface, they are free to view the recording as much as they please.

After each task, the participant completed a stimulated recall interview using the Panopto recording 
as stimulus. During the interviews, participants were presented with the audio-visual recording of 
themselves completing the task immediately after they had finished. During the stimulated recall 
interviews, the recording was paused by the researcher and the student was asked to recall their 
processing. Participants were encouraged to pause the recording independently if they recalled any-
thing during viewing. The stimulated recall interviews were recorded as MP3 files.

Analysis

To determine the range of listening processes test takers engaged during the tasks required 
analysis of task responses to identify evidence of processing of explicit and implicit content and 
analysis of the contents of the stimulated recall. Responses to the MCQs were collated and 
compared with the answer key. This process was completed to determine whether students have 
provided evidence of successful comprehension of both explicit and implicit information. The 
integrated responses were transcribed and analyzed for speech rate and instances of overlap with 
the input text using Text Lex Compare (Cobb, 2022a). The software calculates the combined total 

TABLE 2. Order of lecture and response mode.

Participant Input and Response

1, 5 Lecture 1 MCQ Lecture 2 Spoken
2 Lecture 1 Spoken Lecture 2 MCQ
3 Lecture 2 MCQ Lecture 1 Spoken
4 Lecture 2 Spoken Lecture 1 MCQ
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number of tokens, word families and three-word strings in the lectures and the integrated 
responses and calculates the proportion that is common to both texts. Overlap at the token and 
word family level is expected as the response is a summary task and participants are likely to use 
similar words to compete the task, however the presence of common three-word strings may 
indicate efforts to memorize and replicate language use from the lecture, which does not necessa-
rily entail comprehension (Cumming et al., 2005). In addition, the transcripts were analyzed for 
evidence of comprehension of both implicit and explicit information by both the researcher and 
teacher-trainer. This involved counting the number of ideas expressed in each response and 
categorizing the idea as explicit or implicit (for a similar approach to content analysis see 
Knoch et al., 2014). Explicit information was categorized as discussion of specific details, whereas 
implicit was classified as discussion of implications and inferences, lecturer attitudes, and drawing 
conclusions. Categorization was verified by an external coder with 100% agreement.

The stimulated recall interviews were transcribed and coded according to Aryadoust and Luo’s 
(2022, p. 19) categories of task and listener related attributes, processes and subskills:

Attributes 

Listener Related Attributes Task Related Attributes 

Task Knowledge Features of the input 

Proficiency Visual contents 

Affective Task format 

Processes 

Bottom-up processing 

Top-down processing 

Memory 

Cognitive and metacognitive strategies 

Subskills 

Knowledge of the sound system 

Understanding local linguistic meanings (vocabulary and syntax) 

Understanding global meanings or inferred meanings 

Communicative listening ability

An external coder coded 32% of the total transcripts (2808 words of 8867) and agreement with the 
first coder was calculated as the total number of opportunities for agreement divided by instances of 
agreement. The agreement figure was 78%. After calculating the agreement statistic, the two coders 
discussed discrepancies; a disagreement about the differences between local linguistic meanings and 
bottom-up processing, and understanding global meanings and top-down processing could not be 
resolved. In Aryadoust and Luo’s (2022) figure, overlap between these categories is clear, e.g. making 
inferences appears as both a top-down process and as a subskill involving understanding global and 
inferred meanings. It was therefore agreed to combine the categories (local & bottom up/global & top- 
down). However, the subcategories “Knowledge of the sound system” and “Communicative listening 
ability” were retained because there were comments that were specifically identified as belonging to 
these categories. Once these revisions had been made, the remaining content was coded according to 
the revised coding plan. After coding was completed, the frequency of categories was tallied per task 
and the results were compared.
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Results

The MCQ responses were scored and are presented in Table 3. Lecture 1 yielded a stronger balance of 
implicit and explicit questions than lecture 2, which contains three implicit information questions. 
Nonetheless, the responses in each task provide some evidence of successful and unsuccessful 
processing of implicit and explicit information.

To investigate the amount of speech produced and the relative levels of fluency involved in 
the integrated responses, the total number of words produced was calculated and this was used 
to establish speech rate, expressed as words per minute, and pruned speech rate with repetitions 
and false starts removed, expressed as words per minute. The results are presented in Table 4. 
The total number of words produced ranged substantially between participants. Participant two 
produced a particularly high number of 272 words in two minutes, whereas participant three 
produced less than half of this number. However, a contradictory pattern was observed in the 
MCQ task, with participant three providing almost twice as many correct responses as partici-
pant two.

To investigate the levels of overlap between the input and the students’ responses, the transcripts 
were analyzed using Text Lex Compare and results are presented in Table 5. The table indicates the 
proportion of overlap at the token, word family and three-word string level as well as common 
examples. High levels of overlap were observed at the token level and word family level. Instances of 
overlap in three-word strings were less commonly observed although participant five included 25 
instances of three-word strings that overlapped with the source text.

The participants’ spoken responses were searched for evidence of processing of explicit and implicit 
content. The average number of ideas produced in each response was 8.8 (SD 2.28). Evidence of 
processing of explicit information was immediately clear in all responses as participants were able to 
discuss lecture content with accuracy. However, close reading of the responses demonstrated that the 
participants had merely reported on the contents of the lectures without discussing implicit informa-
tion. The second coder was likewise unable to identify any evidence of implicit processing.

TABLE 3. MCQ responses.

Lecture 1 (Diversity) Lecture 2 (Reproducibility)

Item Type Participant 1 Participant 4 Participant 5 Type Participant 2 Participant 3

1 Implicit 1 0 1 Explicit 1 1
2 Explicit 1 1 1 Explicit 0 1
3 Explicit 0 1 0 Explicit 1 1
4 Implicit 0 1 1 Implicit 0 1
5 Implicit 1 1 1 Explicit 0 1
6 Explicit 1 1 1 Explicit 0 1
7 Implicit 0 1 1 Explicit 1 1
8 Explicit 0 1 1 Explicit 0 0
9 Explicit 0 1 0 Explicit 1 1
10 Explicit 1 1 0 Explicit 1 1
11 Implicit 1 1 1 Implicit 1 1
12 Implicit 1 1 1 Implicit 0 1
Total 7 11 9 6 11

TABLE 4. Speech rate and pruned speech rate.

Participant
MCQ 
Score

Total Number of 
words

Speech Rate (words 
per minute)

Pruned speech rate (words per minute without 
repetitions)

1 7 143 71.5 61
2 6 272 136 131
3 11 133 66.5 60.5
4 11 200 100 91
5 9 186 93 87.5
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Stimulated recall

The results of the coding of the stimulated recall interviews are presented in Table 6. Based on these figures, 
there are clear distinctions between the response types in terms of the number of comments about task 
knowledge, knowledge of the sound system and communicative listening ability. However, more generally 
the stimulated recall contents were equivalently distributed between the two response formats. The 
following section presents examples of the comments made about the MCQ and integrated task to facilitate 
comparisons (categories are represented by numbers, subcategories by letters, and instances by Roman 
numerals).

TABLE 5. Overlap between source texts and integrated responses.

Participant Lecture Tokens Word family Three-word strings Examples of three-word strings*

1 2 54.84% 18.50% .89% 001. this kind of 4 
002. are two ways 2 
003. there are two 2

2 1 68.14% 25.38% 1.85% 001. and diversity and 2 
002. by freeman and 2 
003. collaboration and diversity 2 
004. freeman and huang 2 
005. location where they 2 
006. more citations and 2 
007. quality of the 2 
008. the quality of 2 
009. they found that 2

3 1 53.18% 17.69% 1.80% 001. benefits of collaboration 3 
002. the benefits of 3 
003. and so they 2 
004. collaboration and diversity 2 
005. people tend to 2 
006. tend to work 2 
007. of collaboration and 1

4 2 63.98% 23.96% 1.36% 001. the academic fields 4 
002. happened in the 2 
003. readers of the 2 
004. to see how 2 
005. the readers of 1

5 2 62.08% 22.51% 6.90% 001. there are two 4 
002. this kind of 4 
003. are two ways 3 
004. the data and 3 
005. about reproducibility and 2 
006. and replicability in 2 
007. basis of the 2 
008. findings for example 2 
009. is to request 2 
010. on the basis 2 
011. original data and 2 
012. reach the same 2 
013. replicability in academic 2 
014. reproducibility and replicability 2 
015. request the original 2 
016. the basis of 2 
017. the original data 2 
018. the same findings 2 
019. to readers of 2 
020. to request the 2 
021. and there are 1 
022. data and the 1 
023. findings this kind 1 
024. same findings this 1

*the number indicates the number of times the overlap occurs.
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Task Related Attributes. The first category is task related attributes relating to task format, 
features of the input and visual contents. Comments about task format described the process 
of answering MCQs (1.a.i), with one participant noting that MCQs provide a monitor of 
comprehension and success during the task (1.a.ii). Comments about the integrated response 
discussed planning the summary and the difficulty of the task (1.a.iii). All participants 
commented on the effect of the visual contents, describing the divided attention effect of 
simultaneously processing reading and listening (1.c.i), and less frequently the effect of seeing 
the lecturer (1.c.ii). In the integrated response, it was common for participants to discuss the 
role of the slides in the summary (1.c.iii & 1.c.iv).

1.a.i. I struggled with these two I think I finally settled with the marriage and ethnicity are unrelated 
because I think first and third option it’s not exactly the right thing so I choose the second one 
(Participant 1: MCQ)

1.a.ii. At first I thought the question was very easy so like direct and quick answers and then I look at 
the question I thought ok this question designed like a little bit tricky and then I think I need to pay more 
attention (Participant 3: MCQ)

1.a.i. I was recalling how I structure my summarisation . . . I know I understand but I know it would 
be difficult to summarise (Participant 5: integrated)

1.c.i. I cannot separate reading from listening. I have this two thing in mind working together reading 
and listening (Participant 5: integrated)

1.c.ii. I can see your face I can see your body language that actually helped for my understanding 
(Participant 1: MCQ)

1.c.iii. I’m just trying to speak whatever I remember specific detail points the first one more from the 
slide because it’s quite brief and short so I mainly rely on my screen shot in my head of the slides 
(Participant 2: integrated)

1.c.iv. I think I was more concentrated on the text reading because I was thinking about 
summarising so as a preparation for that I was trying to memorise as much information as 
possible . . . About the first slide I thought I was ok and in the middle I realised I skipped 
the second slide so I went back to the second slide and then move on to the third slide 
(Participant 3: integrated)

Listener Related Attributes. The second category is listener related attributes involving affective, 
proficiency, and task knowledge. All students commented on their affective state during the tasks. 
Examples in the MCQ task included confusion and surprise at the MCQ options. In the integrated 
task, comments coded as affective most frequently express anxiety at the prospect of speaking (2.a.i), 
which was something all participants described. Participant 1 also described task knowledge as 
experiences of completing integrated tasks (2.c.i).

TABLE 6. Coding of the stimulated recall transcripts.

Category Subcategory
MCQ 

Response
Integrated 
Response Total

1 Task related 
attributes

(a) Task format 8 9 17
(b) Features of the input 0 0 0
(c) Visual contents 7 9 16

2 Listener related 
attributes

(a) Affective 6 5 11
(b) Proficiency 0 0 0
(c) Task Knowledge 0 2 2

3 Processes and 
Subskills

(a) Bottom-up processing & understanding local linguistic meanings 
(vocabulary and syntax)

14 14 28

(b) Knowledge of the sound system 0 3 3
(c) Top-down processing & understanding global meanings or 

inferred meanings
10 10 20

(d) Communicative listening ability 7 1 8
(e) Memory 10 11 21
(f) Cognitive and metacognitive strategies 12 16 28
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2.a.i. I’m quite nervous there because when you asked me to summarise the whole lecture I feel like 
I would panic (Participant 1: integrated)

2.c.i. actually I did this kind of test before in my undergrad by I always feel like it is difficult if you 
forgot what is the beginning of the lecture video (Participant 1: integrated)

Processes and Subskills. The third category is processes and subskills relating to bottom-up 
processing & understanding local linguistic meanings (vocabulary and syntax), knowledge of the 
sound system, top-down processing & understanding global meanings or inferred meanings, 
communicative listening ability, memory, cognitive and metacognitive strategies. There was an 
equal distribution of codes between response types within the bottom-up processing & under-
standing local linguistic meanings category. An interesting trend was for participants to purpose-
fully engage bottom-up processing during the second listening to understand specific details (3.a. 
i). There was also a common focus on “key words” to use in the summary, which may account for 
the overlap in lexis observed between the lecture and the responses (see Table 5; 3.a.ii). 
Participants also expressed a perceived need to pay attention to detail in the lecture to later 
summarize (3.a.iii). One participant reported simultaneously engaging bottom-up processing of 
lecturer’s speech and the lecture slides during the second listen as an attempt to resolve uncer-
tainty experienced during the first listen (3.a.iv). Within the knowledge of the sound system 
subcategory, participants described a perceived need to focus on the pronunciation of novel 
vocabulary to include in the summary (3.b.i).

3.a.i. before that question I always get the main idea of everything you are saying and then after that 
question I tried to focus on every exact word that you were talking about (Participant 1: MCQ)

3.a.ii. I tried to remember what the lecturer was saying I tried to grab the key words he was saying 
(Participant 4: integrated)

3.a.iii. (pay attention to) 2.5 million surnames (in general not specific authors) and then U S and then 
surname to integrate ethnicity because I summarise it accurately (Participant 2: integrated)

3.a.iv. In the beginning I was wondering what does it mean? homophily the word but you already 
explained it helps when you see the word while listening I was reading here to see whether what you are 
saying can be reflected here (Participant 5: MCQ)

3.b.i. I was thinking do I need to remember that how to pronounce it in my summarising . . . I’m trying 
to remember how you pronounce it I’m going to use it later (Participant 2: integrated)

Comments relating to top-down processing and understanding global meanings or inferred mean-
ings described understanding main ideas (3.c.i), and synthesizing information and understanding 
relationships (3.c.ii). The communicative language ability subcategory involved comments about the 
MCQ task and the need to understand the speaker’s purpose and opinions to respond to a question (3. 
d.i & 3.d.ii). Crucially, the integrated response comments did not refer to communicative language 
ability except for one comment that signaled an order effect in the presentation of the tasks (3.d.iii).

3.c.i. I’m trying to get the general idea of it so I actually I would draw a mind map (Participant 1: 
integrated)

3.c.ii. You didn’t mention them together you mentioned Chinese and Korean together and English 
later much later . . . I realised that the first two questions more specific and then it suddenly changed and 
there’s more about higher order thinking skills you connect things together (Participant 5: MCQ)

3.d.i At first the lecturer clearly explained the research content and the benefits and the limitations so 
I think it is very objective . . . I choose the purpose of this lecture is to demonstrate that’s its beneficial to 
promote diversity (Participant 4: MCQ)

3.d.ii. did you show your personal opinion did you this is really convincing like this kind of thing did 
you mention this kind of thing or are you just stating the facts? (Participant 5: MCQ)

3.d.iii. The first time you see there are two findings and the second time you focus on what these two 
findings are really talking about also from the last video whether the lecturer had a view on it or not 
(Participant 5: integrated)

Participants discussed the need for memory to complete the tasks with an equal distribution 
between the response formats. Whereas in the MCQ task, participants described comparing memory 
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with MCQ options, in the integrated task, comments often concerned the need to commit details to 
memory to recall during the summary, and the role of the slides in this process (3.e.i).

3.e.i. I was not sure if I could memorise what I heard . . . I found it interesting the content of this 
lecture but still I was thinking about if I managed to memorise everything . . . I think I was more 
concentrated on the text reading because I was thinking about summarising so as a preparation for that 
I was trying to memorise as much information as possible (Participant 3: integrated)

The participants discussed the cognitive and metacognitive strategies they had applied to complete 
the tasks. Participants reported evaluating understanding, prioritizing information during the second 
listen, planning the summary while listening to the text (3.f.i), rehearsing the summary while listening 
(3.f.ii), and efforts to exploit the MCQ response format using test-wise strategies (3.f.iii).

3.f.i. I was thinking about summarising again while listening I thought like which word to use 
(Participant 3: Integrated)

3.f.ii The second time listening I tried to reproduce my mouth I tried to reproduce the words because 
I know the final goal is to speak the words like reproduce it (Participant 4: Integrated)

3.f.iii. I thought none of them applies to what I heard but I thought I have to choose one so which one 
could be the right answer just eliminate the option which is less likely to be correct (Participant 2: MCQ)

Discussion

The study set out to determine the impact of response format on computer-mediated lecture 
comprehension tasks. This is an increasingly important focus as computer-mediated assessment 
becomes more common and language testers need to be aware of the impact of response type on 
constructs in this environment (Khabbazbashi et al., 2022). The primary finding was that the 
integrated response and MCQ formats overlapped and diverged in ways that impacted on the 
measurement of the assessment construct. Participant comments indicate that the integrated format 
did not comprehensively engage communicative listening ability in the way that MCQs explicitly 
requiring comprehension of implicit information did. This finding contrasts with conclusions reached 
in research, which tend to associate selected response tasks with construct underrepresentation and 
construct irrelevant variance (Rukthong, 2021). This effect may be attributed to assessment task design 
and underscores the necessity of including both explicit and implicit items and restricting item 
preview in lecture comprehension tasks (O’Grady, 2023). Integrated response instructions may also 
need to explicitly state that tests takers focus on attitudes and speaker purpose in their responses 
otherwise test developers run the risk of eliciting simple summary responses that demonstrate 
comprehension of explicitly stated information only. Communicative listening ability as defined by 
Aryadoust and Luo (2022) is associated with increased language proficiency, and in the present study 
only the MCQ format created the necessary conditions for test takers to display this competence.

An important difference between the formats was the prioritization of pronunciation of new 
vocabulary in the integrated response. Participants were concerned with learning the pronunciation 
of new words to include in their summaries. This finding might be interpreted in two ways: primarily, 
an argument could be made that prioritizing the pronunciation of new words represents a test method 
effect that is not associated with listening comprehension and hence a source of construct irrelevant 
variance. Alternatively, there is a possibility that the integrated format may be engaging the ability to 
utilize new vocabulary; ability to learn is a skill that is often targeted and valued in academic language 
tests (Cohen & Upton, 2006). Further research may be required to investigate the potential to measure 
ability to learn with integrated response tasks.

Response format was shown to interact with several core listener attributes. Primarily, the 
integrated format was associated with increased test anxiety (Kormos et al., 2020; Lee & Winke,  
2018). Anxiety is a significant source of construct irrelevant variance that affects task performance; 
“negative self-preoccupations and self-ruminative thoughts act as an extra load on the cognitive 
system, leading to cognitive deficits during cognitive processes necessary for performance: 
Attention, memory, and retrieval are reduced” (L. Cheng & Zheng, 2020, p. 180). References to 
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attention, memory and retreival were present in the data: to establish the accuracy of MCQ 
options, and in the integrated task to store and retrieve main ideas and specific details to 
accurately summarize the lecture. This was evidenced by the various lexical and phrasal borrow-
ings from the source texts in the integrated responses. However, borrowing was typically limited to 
single token or word families rather than verbatim copying from the sources. While the analysis 
did indicate instances of overlap at the three-word level, these were typically common expressions 
such as “this kind of,” or “they found that.” Verbatim copying may thus be less of a concern in 
integrated listening and speaking assessment than integrated writing assessment; in the speaking 
task integrating language creates cohesion with the source rather than inflating grades (Plakans,  
2015).

Participants reported that lecture comprehension divided attention between listening and reading, 
as well as processing the lecturer’s body language, facial expressions, and gestures. At times, reading 
was often prioritized in instances when listening had been unsuccessful. This would suggest that the 
lecture comprehension construct in this task involved cognitive processes involved in listening (Field,  
2019) and reading (Khalifa & Weir, 2009), which may have resolved ambiguities of miscomprehen-
sion. Crucially, it is the slides that the participants most frequently discussed when recalling memories 
of the speaking component of the integrated task. Memory, retrieval, and reading comprehension are 
thus clear components of the lecture comprehension construct, with increased demands on resources 
associated with the integrated reponse format. Scores on multimedia lecture comprehension tasks 
should thus be interpreted as representative of both reading and listening processes. These findings 
contribute to the strong theoretical basis for the inclusion of audio-visual content in tests of lecture 
comprehension because listeners rarely engage audio only processes without simultaneously proces-
sing visual stimuli and seem to rely on text to complete integrated tasks (Suvorov & He, 2022; Wagner,  
2021). It stands to reason that seeking to develop broader interpretations about students’ readiness to 
begin education in a second language requires the use of multimodal input and computer-based 
assessment is particularly well-suited to this purpose (Aryadoust, 2022).

Conclusion

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the extent to which response type impacted on task 
performance in a computer-mediated lecture comprehension test. Participants completed two tasks 
developed specifically for the study involving implicit and explicit MCQs without question preview 
and an integrated listening and speaking task and completed stimulated recall interviews. The findings 
demonstrate substantial overlap between the response formats with several notable exceptions related 
to knowledge of the sound system, communicative listening ability, memory and test anxiety. Though 
the study provides a detailed account of variation in response format in lecture comprehension tasks, 
there are clear limitations. Primarily, the small sample size permitted depth of analysis but also has 
implications for the generalizability of the findings. For this reason, research involving these response 
formats with larger and more diverse groups of individuals, for example in terms of language 
proficiency and L1 background, would be informative. Future research may therefore explore the 
impact of response format in tests with similar tasks using larger samples, focussing on the scoring 
related aspects of the assessment such as discriminatory power (Yeager & Meyer, 2022). Assessment 
research may also adopt a longitudinal approach to determine the most appropriate format to measure 
achievement. From the perspective of classroom teachers with responsibility for applying test data to 
inform future instruction, it is important to establish which of these response formats provides the best 
information about the students’ ability to follow lectures. This study indicates that students may have 
a predisposition to report the contents of the lecture in the integrated tasks rather than discussing 
information obtained through higher order processing. Identifying potential alterations to the inte-
grated format to obtain evidence of communicative listening ability may thus prove a fruitful avenue 
for future research.
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